Dear Tara,

The largest and most important U.S. construction equipment show—CONEXPO/CON-AGG—is almost upon us, and NCCCO will be in Las Vegas in a big way next week for this once-every-three-year exhibition. With three exhibit areas, live demonstrations and certification written and practical testing throughout the event, NCCCO is offering plenty of ways for you to catch up with the latest CCO program developments and meet with NCCCO staff and volunteers who will be there throughout the show.

Enhance your CRANE SAFETY EXPERIENCE at CONEXPO 2011 and:

- Visit us in the GRAND LOBBY at Booth GL-3000.
- Watch live demonstrations of the mobile crane practical exam in the LIFT SAFETY ZONE (LSZ)
- Sign up for onsite written AND practical exam testing for all CCO certifications
- Try your hand at the CCO practical exam on a CRANE SIMULATOR
- Check out the new CCO Certified Rigger Level I and Level II practical tests at the LIFT SAFETY ZONE
- Register for our Manitowoc 16000 Model Crane drawing at our Booth, GL-3000 in the GRAND LOBBY

Just CERTIFIED? Or RECERTIFIED?
Stop by Booth GL-3000 to receive your copy of the brand new official CCO Crane Operator Experience Logbook.

EMPLOYERS
Do you require or recommend CCO Certification at your company? Stop by NCCCO’s booth at GL-3000 and hear about our new Employer Recognition Program.

Visit CONEXPO. Leave Certified.
By special arrangement with CONEXPO and IAI, NCCCO is able to offer onsite scoring of all written and practical exams with same day results notification.

The following Exams are being offered:
Written: Mobile, Tower, Overhead and Articulating Crane Operator, Signalperson, and Rigger Level I & Level II
Practical: Mobile and Articulating Crane Operator, Signalperson, and Rigger Level I & Level II

STOP PRESS!
Not signed up for CCO exams? There's still time! Complete the registration forms here. Plus, NCCCO has a very limited number of walk-up registrations available. Call 571/330-8760 at the show to determine availability and reserve a spot.

NOTE: All CONEXPO Practical Examiner Workshops are full. There are currently two other Rigger Level II workshops scheduled, one in West Monroe, LA and another in Richmond, CA. Please contact Shawna Parham for information on additional future workshops in your area.

Find Us at CONEXPO
Download the CONEXPO-CON/AGG phone App to help you find CCO:
iPhone
Android
All other Smartphones
Discover How Ground Conditions Can Affect Crane and Aerial Work Safety

Brand new at CONEXPO this year, and sure to attract much interest from crane operators and safety professionals alike, is the Lift Safety Zone (LSZ). Located in Silver Lot 4 (S-19722) and open throughout CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2011, the Lift Safety Zone is geared toward crane and aerial work platform safety, with particular attention to how ground conditions can affect equipment’s stability in different positions and weather conditions. The Lift Safety Zone also features dynamic crane demonstrations as well as industry experts who can discuss crane and aerial work platform safety in general and answer specific safety questions.

Certified Rigger Exam to be Profiled

Full details of the CCO Certified Rigger program will be showcased at the Lift Safety Zone where NCCCO staff and volunteers will be on hand to discuss the knowledge and skills tested for each of the two Levels (I and II) available. Elements of the practical exams from both Levels will be demonstrated by NCCCO Committee members and will be available for inspection.

Note: Written and Practical Tests for Certified Rigger Level I and Level II, as well as CCO Signalperson, will be conducted during CONEXPO.

NCCCO Sponsors Construction Safety Challenge

For the first time at CONEXPO, the National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO) will be a sponsor of the AEM
"With the average age of the construction worker now 52 years," said NCCCO President, John M. Kennedy, "there is a clear need to attract new blood into the workforce." And with the large number of baby boomer retirements, it’s a problem that’s getting worse. "Research indicates that the construction industry needs to add one million jobs by 2012, added Kennedy.

So, to RECAP! Visit NCCCO at CONEXPO in any one or more of the following ways:

- Full Program Information Booth: GL-3000 in the Grand Lobby
- Live Practical Exam Demonstrations: Lift Safety Zone - Silver Lot 4
- Rigger Practical Exam Demonstrations: Lift Safety Zone - Silver Lot 4
- Crane Simulator: Lift Safety Zone - Silver Lot 4
- Practical Examiner Workshops: Silver Lot 5, North Hall, & South Hall
- Written Certification Exams: North Hall
- Practical Certification Exams: North Hall and Silver Lot 5

See you next week!